
Scene from Above.           
 
 
It was a beautiful stretch of Welsh coastline. 
Seen from above, the golden ribs of sand, guarded by the cliffs, were dotted with toy 
castles standing sentinel against the ocean’s wrack.   Here and there a naked 
pinnacle of rock angled out of the sea below their craft, which hovered bee like, 
airborne against the apparent laws of nature. 
Stu, his winchman, responded with a ‘thumbs up’ to his nod, the mind numbing beat 
of the helicopter blades drowning all conversation.   The radio sprang into staccato 
action, and in the desperate search for life, the helicopter swayed sideways on to a 
new path. 
They were a team, mostly ex-naval pilots and navigators, flying the Air Sea Rescue 
helicopters.  They deposited Roger and Stu’, their pair of tough paramedic 
winchmen, on dangerous moving vessels, and terrifying crags, with exquisite 
precision, daily plucking the lost, injured and helpless, from the jaws of a relentless 
ocean. 
Days earlier they had rescued four fishermen, stranded on their upturned boat, whilst 
the propellers still churned menacingly, as they struggled to stop sliding into the 
rough black water.   Two of their charges had later perished from the icy grip of 
hypothermia, and were silently mourned by the aircraft crew. 
As the evening grew darker the wind rose and tumbled the cliff top grasses, tugging 
at the myrtles nestling in the rocks.   The night vision lights glinted off their helmets 
washing their faces with a red glare, and the aircraft strobe lights seemed to beat in 
time with the threshing blades.         
Their call came in at teatime.   The crew had just stood down after an aborted 
emergency when the alarm bell clanged.   Reflected on the damp landing pad their 
rescue craft waited with idling engines as they scrambled aboard, impatiently 
awaiting instructions.. 
 “X-ray, Tango, Zulu, you are cleared for takeoff, proceed course 275 degrees, target 
area 40 miles.   Reported children two, I say again, two, lost on cliffs.  Info update 
follows,’ came the message, but they were already 200 feet up, scything the air on 
their way west. 
‘Infra- red cameras on,’ the pilot advised, and they scanned the screens for the tell-
tale flashes of body warmth. 
‘I have contact,’ came the nonchalant voice of the navigator, ‘Bearing 295, about 1 
mile, winchmen ready please.’ 
Roger took a swig of water, adjusted his back pack, and hooked his harness onto the 
winch line.   This was his moment, all his experience and training would be brought 
to bear as he was lowered, puppet like, towards their targets, and as Stu called out 
the co-ordinates, the pilot delicately nudged the ‘copter into the narrow cove.    
The rocky walls leant over the humming blades, and as shadows deluded his eyes, 
and wisps of breeze sought to destabilize their fragile position, a solitary bead of 
sweat ran down the pilot’s brow. 
The craft  inched forward and steadied against the breeze, but as Roger sighted the 
children’s slim bodies, unmoving on the golden sand, he feared that something was 
very wrong.   Ignoring safety protocol, the wire screamed through the harness as he 
descended, swinging precariously, until he unhooked and stumbled across the rocks 
to where they lay.          



The secluded cove, alive with wild flowers, rock pools and sandy strands, where the 
sea rarely bothered the shore, was a child’s paradise.    Here memories of a sunlit 
playground should be born and treasured, but as he reached their inert forms he felt, 
for the first time, a tear form on his cheek.  
He bent tenderly over their young lifeless bodies, feeling for a pulse, desperate not to 
cause further damage. 
The other boy stirred, suddenly aware of the helicopter’s beat,  and staring at 
Roger’s suited figure shouted, ‘Ian, look, quick, they’ve come!   It’s the spacemen, 
they’ve landed !’ 
The boy Ian, awakened from a deep sleep, blinked in the searchlights glare, and 
gaped speechlessly at the helmeted visitor. 
Roger’s vision blurred;  unstrapping his helmet  he sat down on the sand, and rolling 
with tears of laughter, reported, ‘Two contacts alive and well ---I say again -- alive 
and well.’   
 ‘ALIVE AND WELL,’ he shouted shaking his fist triumphantly at the surf, ‘ALIVE 
AND WELL!’  
Another call had come in, and as a stream of running bodies swept up the boys, 
Roger was snatched into the air. 
Xray, Tango, Zulu, clawed west again, away from the gathering gloom. 
‘Kids eh?’ said Stu. 
‘Yeah, blooming kids,’ agreed Roger, ‘still, good result mate.’ 
‘Parents must have been frantic,’ said the navigator, ‘I would have got a good hiding, 
but they don’t do that anymore.’        
‘You ruddy well deserved it,’ muttered the pilot, ‘You told me some of the tricks you 
got up to.  Evil little swine you were.’ he added, and they all laughed.   The relief was 
tangible, the kids were alive and well, and that’s what mattered. 
‘What’s the shout skipper?’ queried Roger, who was busy disentangling himself. 
‘Unsure,’ replied the pilot, ‘awaiting further instructions.’ 
‘Xray, Tango, Zulu,’ spat the radio, ‘Emergency aborted, return to base, I say again, 
return to base. Out’ 
‘We’ll never know,’ mused the navigator.   ‘New course skipper, turn East, 097 
degrees.’ 
‘097’ confirmed the pilot. 
‘Anyone fancy a doughnut?’ asked the navigator, innocently. 
‘Pinch them before we left?’ grunted the pilot over the intercom, ‘You’ll never change 
will you?’   The crew chuckled as he grumbled, ‘Same in the desert he was, nearly 
bought a ruddy camel !’ 
Seen from above, the last rays of the setting sun littered the sand with broken 
shadows, and tinted the ribs of the Welsh coastline, as Xray, Tango, Zulu, circled 
and banked for home.  
 

 

 


